C A S H

O P E R A T I O N S

M A N A G E M E N T

Lock in Cash Control
and Visibility

The Winning Combination:
Cash Recycling
Employee Self-Banking

Complete Audit Control

To t a l c a s h c o n t r o l

Worldwide,
the cost of
handling cash
already exceeds
$300 BILLION
PER YEAR*

Evention eliminates the pain points
By integrating industry-leading software and hardware,
Evention’s Cash Operations Management Solution puts
you in total control. A fully automated cash process
from the till checkout, through the drop, to the posting
in the cash journal, Evention instantly relieves the
headaches of traditional cash operations.

Say goodbye to:
Manual drop
envelopes
Manual duebacks
& petty cash

How much comes from
your organization?
Organizations that have high
volumes of cash transactions
are more likely to see cash –
and profits – slip through their
fingers. Theft, fraud, over/short
violations, cash drop errors,
and more are hard to track,
hard to trace and pose a direct
threat to businesses with
razor-thin margins.

Time-consuming tasks
for the General Cashier
Manual
reconciliation
Excessive
house float
Archaic house bank
vaults & audits
Unnecessary
courier fees

Say hello to Evention:
Automatic counting and
verification of drops
Self-service duebacks
and petty cash
No more manual cash counting
or issuing cashier banks
Automated POS audits
and cash journals
50% reduction of
on-hand cash
No need for house banks
and audits
Significantly lower cost
of cash handling

*https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Financial-Services/
gx-fsi-ca-optimizing-the-retail-bank-supply-chain-2013-10.pdf
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Evention reinvents and replaces traditional cash management with a complete,
fully integrated solution that lets you take control over your cash like never before.
SecureDrop™ drives automatic reconciliation

Evention cash recycling increases staff efficiency

SecureDrop, Evention’s industry-leading cash
management software, integrates data from any
major accounting software system. SecureDrop
processes all components of cash drops, POS/
PMS postings, cash machines, and more to
deliver automatic reconciliation and reporting.

Cash recycling from Evention optimizes the cash
available on-site for operations and reduces the
house float. By eliminating the manual handling
of cash drops and payouts, as well as the wasted
time and potential errors, our cash recycling
capability increases staff efficiency.

Hardware compatibility ensures flexibility
Evention partners with the leading manufacturers of cash
management hardware to provide complete employee banking.
Powered by SecureDrop’s automatic reconciliation against
the POS/PMS, the fusion of hardware and software for cash
operations management enables simple use for the cashiers, as
well as ensures full visibility to enhance on-site cash accountability.

Proven performance at thousands
of sites worldwide
Evention offers a suite of software solutions that automates,
simplifies, and improves the accuracy of cash and gratuity
operations for hotel and retail locations around the globe.
Evention reinvents traditional operations for cash and
gratuity management to improve cash control, visibility,
and productivity.
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